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ABSTRACT 
A direct connection is made between finite dimensional operator blocks and a 
certain class of quadruples of subspaces. It is shown that the problem of classiij- 
ing operator blocks under block similarity is equivalent to the problem of classifying 
the corresponding quadruples of subspaces under isomorphism of subspace quadru- 
ples. This leads in a natural way to a problem of extension for quadruples of sub- 
spaces, namely the analogue of the eigenvalue completion problem for operator 
blocks. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] I. Gelfand and V. A. Ponomarev introduced and solved the problem 
of classifying quadruples of subspaces under isomorphism. By definition a 
quadruple of subspaces 9 = (~?a; 8,, .Z2, g3, g4”4> consists of subspaces s?~, 
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gz, 8s, and 8’d of a finite dimensional vector space 9, and two such 
quadruples 9= (9; &7r, gz, Zs-,, Zd”4> and 9’ = (9’;) z;, if?;, ZA, El’,‘> are said 
to be isomorphic if there exists an invertible linear transformation from 9 
onto 9’ such that T[gj] = gi for i = 1,. . . ,4. The paper [l] gives a 
complete set of invariants for quadruples of subspaces under isomorphism 
and describes a corresponding canonical form. In the present paper we are 
concerned with this classification problem for a special subclass, namely the 
class consisting of all quadruples (9; Zi, Zz, Zs, &‘4> satisfying 
We shall refer to this subclass as the PC cZu.ss (where the letters PC stand for 
partially complementary). From the general theory developed by Gelfand and 
Ponomarev in [l] one can easily deduce the classification theorem for the PC 
class. 
Our special interest in the PC class stems from the fact that the problem 
of classifying quadruples from the PC class under isomorphism turns out to 
be equivalent to the problem of classifying operator blocks under block 
similarity. Let us recall the latter problem. 
Let 2 be a finite dimensional vector space. An (operator) block with 
underlying space 2 is by definition a triple (B; P, Q> where P and Q are 
projections of the space &Y and B : Im Q -+ Im P is a linear operator. Two 
such operator blocks (B; P, Q> and (B’; P’, Q’> are called block similar if 
there exists an invertible linear transformation S from the underlying space 
Z?’ of the second block onto the underlying space Z of the first block 
satisfying the following properties: 
(i) S[Ker P’] = Ker P and S[Im Q’] = Im Q; 
(ii) (SB’ - BS)x E Ker P for all x E Im Q’. 
The problem of classifying operator blocks under block similarly has been 
solved in [2] (see also the book [4]). 
In this paper we associate with an operator block (B; P, Q), with underly- 
ing space 2, a quadruple of subspaces, namely the quadruple 
where 
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We shall show that any quadruple of subspaces of the PC class is isomorphic 
to a quadruple qB; p,Qj for some operator block (B; P, Q>. Furthermore, 
similarity of blocks translates into isomorphism of quadruples. In this way we 
prove that the classification problem for qaudruples from the PC class and 
the one for operator blocks are equivalent. 
The correspondence between operator blocks and quadruples of sub- 
spaces referred to above allows us to consider a new problem for quadruples 
of subspaces, namely the eigenvalue completion problem for operator blocks 
[3] (see also [4]) translated into the context of quadruples. To introduce the 
latter problem we first recall the eigenvalue completion problem for blocks. 
Given an operator block (B; P, Q> with underlying space 2, the eigenvalue 
completion problem is to determine the eigenvalues with their multiplicities 
of any operator A on Z that is a completion of (B; P, Q), i.e., B = PAQ. To 
translate this problem into the language of quadruples, we define the 
quadruple 9’ = (9; Z1, Z2, 8J, gd”4) in the PC class to be an extension of the 
quadruple 9 = (9”; S?, , kF2, t?Y3, kF4) in the PC class if 
(a> gS + 6Y2 C 27; + 29;; 
(b) gZ n,Z2 18; nit?;; 
(~1 g; n Gf3 + zqJ ~8~. 
Furthermore, such an extension 9-l is said to be maximd if 9’ does not 
have a proper extension. The notion of maximal extension of a quadruples is 
the natural analogue of the completion of a block. The problem of quadruples 
of subspaces corresponding to the eigenvalue completion problem for opera- 
tor blocks is to determine the invariants under isomorphism of a maximal 
extension of a quadruple in terms of the invariants under isomorphism of the 
quadruple we started with. 
The correspondence between the operator blocks and the quadruples 
from the PC class allows us to solve the above extension problem for 
quadruples, for instance, for the subclasses of quadruples in the PC class, 
which are determined by one of the following four properties: 
I. Z2 n g3 = {o}, 
2. ~2+liF3=9, 
3. [(Z’, i(g2 n keJ> n ZJ i[(z3 + z22> n z4] = kY4, 
4. Kg3 + g2’2) n z41 c Kg71 i(i72 n ZJ) n g41. 
This paper consists of five sections (not counting the present introduction). 
In the first section operator blocks are defined, various subclasses are 
introduced, and the main results of the classification theory for operator 
blocks are reviewed. The second section is about quadruples of subspaces. 
We summarize their basic properties, describe the subclass of main interest 
in the present paper, and recall from [I] the classification theorem for this 
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subclass. In Section 3 we describe the connections between operator blocks 
and quadruples of subspaces, which connections are worked out in further 
detail for various subclasses in Section 4. The fifth section concerns the 
extension problem for quadruples that is associated with the eigenvalue 
completion problem for operator blocks. 
1. OPERATOR BLOCKS 
In this section we review the main results of the classification theory for 
operator blocks. 
Let (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) be (operator) blocks with underlying 
spaces 2 and 2’, respectively. Recall that (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) are 
block similar if there exists an invertible linear transformation S from 2’ 
onto 2 such that (i) and (ii) in Section 0 hold true. In this case we refer to S 
as a block similarity. If the operator S in (i) and (ii) is the identity operator, 
then we will say that (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) are block similar with a block 
similarity of the second kind. 
We define the direct sum of (B; P, Q> and (B’; P’, Q’) to be the operator 
block 
(B 63 B'; P @ P', Q @I Q'). 
Notice that (B @ B’; P @ P’, Q CD Q’) is a block with underlying space 
z?@ 2”. Here the direct sum 2@ p of vector spaces 2 and y is by 
definition the vector space {(x, y) 1 x E 2, y E y} with addition and scalar 
multiplication defined componentwise. 
A block is called decomposable if it is block similar to a direct sum of 
blocks with nontrivial underlying spaces. If a block is not decomposable, then 
it is called indecomposable. Below we give examples of indecomposable 
blocks and explain how they are used in the classification of the block 
similarity classes. 
In what follows {e,, . . . , e,} stands for the standard basis of C”. Let Q be 
the identity operator on C”, let P project C” along the span of e, onto the 
span of {e,,..., e,},andlet BbegivenbyBe,=e,+,fori=l,...,n-1, 
Be,, = 0. Then the block (B; P, Q) is called a sh$ of the first kind with 
index n - 1. 
Let P be the identity operator on C”, and let Q be the projection of C” 
along e, onto the span of e,, . . . , e, _ r. Furthermore, set Be, = e,, 1 for 
i = I,.. . , n - 1. We call this block (B; P, Q) a shi$ of the third kind with 
index n - 1. 
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Let P be the projection of a=’ along e, onto the span of {e,, . . . , e,}, let 
the projection Q act on d=” along e, to the span of e,, . . . , e, _ i, and set 
Be, = e,+l for i = l,..., n - 1. Then the block ( B; P, Q) will be called a 
shift of the second kind with index n - 1. 
The shifts introduced above and the single Jordan blocks (J; I, I) are (up 
to block similarity) the only indecomposable blocks. This follows from the 
next theorem, which is taken from [2]; see also [4, Theorem VII.1.11. 
THEOREM 1.1. An operator block (B; P, Q> is block similar to a direct 
sum of an operator ] and a direct sum of shifts of the first kind with indices 
K, > “* >, K~ > 0, shifis ofthe second kind with indices Y, > ‘** > v, >, 0, 
and shifts of the third kind with indices l_~, 2 1.. > ky > 0. Furthermore, 
the indices K, > 0.. > K~, v1 > ..* > v,, and t.~~ > .*. > t_~(~ and the 
inoariant polynomials of the operator J are uniquely determined by the block 
(B; P, Q). 
We shall also consider the following subclasses of blocks. If in a block 
(B; P, Q> the projection P is equal to the identity operator Z on the 
underlying space, then we call this block a block of full length. On the other 
hand, if in a block (B; P, Q> the projection Q is equal to the identity operator 
I, then the block is called a block of full width. A block (B; P, Q> with 
P = Q is called a p rincipal block. If for a block (B; P, Q> the projections P 
and Q satisfy Im Q c Ker P, then the block is said to be an ofidiagonal 
block. 
For the subclasses of blocks mentioned in the previous paragraph we can 
specialize Theorem 1.1 further. In particular, we can be more precise about 
the character of the shifts in a direct sum that is block similar to the given 
block. The precise statements are in [4, Theorems 111.1.1, V.1.1, VI.l.l, 
VII.2.1, and VIII.l.l] (see also [2] and [3]). 
2. QUADRUPLES OF SUBSPACES 
In this section we give the definition of a quadruple of subspaces, 
summarize their basic properties, and specify the subclass of main interest in 
this paper. For simplicity we restrict our attention to vector spaces over C. 
A quadruple of subspaces 9 = (9; 8,, g2, Z3, g4”4> consists of a finite 
dimensional vector space 9 and subspaces 8i, &Yz, gz, and G!Y~ of 9. The 
space 9 will be referred to as the main space. For quadruples 5”= 
(9;65’,,~~,8a,8’~> and ST’ = (.9’;8~,~~,8~,~~) a morphism T :9*.9-’ 
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of the quadruple 9 into the quadruple F’ is a linear operator T : 9 + 9’ 
such that T[gi] c 8; for 1 = 1,. . . , 4. A morphism T is an isomorphism if 
T : 9 -+.s@’ is invertible and T[E{::] = Zi. The direct sum of quadruples 
F’ @f’ is the quadruple 
The quadruple F is called decomposable if there exist for a number k > 2 
nontrivial subspaces 9,, . . . , Pk of 9 such that 
Here i denotes a direct sum of subspaces of a given space. A quadruple 9 is 
called indecomposable if it is not decomposable. 
Let A : 2’4 2 be an linear operator on the finite dimensional space Z. 
With A we associate a quadruple as follows. The vector space 9 is Z@ SE 
The subspace Zi = Z@ 10) consists of the pairs (x, 0) with x E 2, the 
subspace SF2 = (01 @F consists of the elements (0, y) with y ES?, the 
graph of A is the third subspace, i.e. ZFa = 1(x, Ax) 1 x E 21, and Ed = 
((x, x) 1 x E SY} is the diagonal in 9. This quadruple is called the quadruple 
associated with the operator A: 2 + Z. It is easy to check that two operators 
A and A’ are similar if and only if the quadruples associated with A and A’, 
respectively, are isomorphic. In Section 3 we will return to this class of 
quadruples. 
In this paper we will deal with a special subclass of quadruples. A 
quadruple F= (9; Zi, Z+J’~, Za, gbk) is said to be a quadruple with partially 
complementa y subspaces if 
The class of quadruples with partially complementary subspaces will be called 
the PC class. Notice that (2.1) implies that dim Zz = dim 8d = dim &Fi, and 
hence dim 9 is an even number. So each quadruple in the PC class has an 
even-dimensional main space. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 9’ and F-” be quadruples, and let the quadruple F be 
isomorphic to 9’ @ ST”. Then 9~s in the PC class if and only if both F’ and 
F” are in the PC class. 
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Proof. Let99 (9;~,,~~,8’3,~~)and9’ = (z+‘“‘;&,Z~,Z?~,&$). Itis 
sufficient to notice that (x’, x”) E 9’ @ 9” has a unique representation as 
(X’, x”) = ( y’, y”) + (z’, 2”) with ( y’, y”) E 8; @ 8’: and (z’, z”) E Zj’ @ 
8; if and only if x’ ~9’ has a unique representation as x’ = y’ + z’ with 
y’ E 8; and z’ E g,;’ and x” ~9” has a unique representation as x” = y” + 
z” with y” E &$” and Z” E Z$’ (1 < i <j < 4). ??
For a quadruple Y= (9; Zi, gz, Zs, gd’4> the number 
p(9) = jJdimZ~-2dim9, 
i=l 
is called the defect of the quadruple. Now we are ready to list the indecom- 
posable quadruples in the PC class. From [I] one may derive that a quadruple 
9 in the PC class is indecomposable if and only if it belongs to one of the 
subclasses 
S,(2k - l), S,(2k, l), &J(2u9~ S,,,(2W~ S4,3(2W~ 
S(2k,O; A) (A fE a=\{& l}), k = 1,2, . ..) (2.2) 
to be defined below. In each of these classes the first parameter denotes the 
dimension of the main space and the second the defect of the quadruple. 
We now define the classes in (2.2). Given the basis p = 
le,, . . . . ek,fi ,... , fk} of a 2 k-dimensional space 9, we define 
4(P) = span{e,,...,ek}, 4(P) = span{fl,...,fklT 
“u;( P; cL, v, A) = span 
g( P) = span 
pel + Af,,e, +fl + Afi,..., 
“k +fk-1 + Afk, Yfkh 
e, .+f,,...,ek +fk). 
Here /_L, Y, and h are complex numbers. Let Y= (9; 8,, gz, Z?s, E”) be a 
quadruple of subspaces. We say that ST is in the class S,@k, - 1) if 9 has a 
basis p = {e,, . . . , ek,fl,. . . , fk] such that 
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The quadruple Y is said to be in the class S,(2k, 1) if there exists a basis 
p = {e, ,..., ek,fi ,..., fk} of 9 such that 
The quadruple Fiis said to be in the class S,,,(2 k, 0) if the main space 9 has 
a basis p = {ei, . . . , ek, fi, . . . , fk} such that 
The quadruple 9’ is said to be the class S,, ,(2k, 0) if there exists a basis 
P={e,,...,ek,fi ,..., fJof9suchthat 
and we say that the quadruple Sr is the class S,, s(2 k, 0) if there exists a basis 
P={e, ,..., ek,fi ,..., fk}of9suchthat 
Finally, F is said to be in the class S(2k, 0; A) if the main space 9 has a 
basis p = {e,, . . . , ek, fi, . . . , fk} such that 
The following classification theorem implies that each indecomposable 
quadruple in the PC class is isomorphic to a quadruple in one of the classes 
in (2.2). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let F be a quadruple in the PC class. Then 9 is 
isomorphic to a (unique up to order) direct sum of quadruples from the 
cZasses S,(2k, - 11, S,@k, l>, S,,,@k, O>, $&k Ok S,,$k, Ok and 
~(2k, 0; A) with A E C\{O, 11 and k = L2,. . . . 
This theorem can be easily deduced from the results in [I], which 
contains a complete classification of quadruples of subspaces. Let 9 be as in 
Theorem 2.2. The classes of indecomposable quadruples appearing in the 
decomposition of the quadruple 9 into indecomposable ones, together with 
their multiplicities (i.e., the number of times a member of such a class 
appears in the direct sum), form a complete set of invariants under isomor- 
phism of A? In the sequel we will refer to this set as the invariants of K 
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3. BLOCKS AND ASSOCIATED QUADRUPLES 
Let (B; P, Q> be an operator block with underlying space 2 The 
quadruple ~-ST= (9”; 8,, Zz, iF3, Z4) is said to be associated to the block 
(B; P, Q) if 
9=2@2?, i?Fe, =‘FcB (0) CT, 82 = {o} cT32c9, 
ga = [(x, Br + y)l~ E Im Q, y E Ker P}, (3.1) 
g4 = {(X,X)lX EZ}. 
This definition extends in a natural way the example given in the second 
paragraph of Section 2. The notation si;s, p, o) is used to denote the quadru 
ple associated to the block (B; P, Q). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A quadruple .F= (9”; &,, Z2, 2F3, LY474) is a quadruple 
associated to a block with underlying space SY’ if and only if 9 = 2 @ Z? nnd 
Proof. If FcB. p oj = (9; Z’i, Z?s, Z’a, Z4) is a quadruple associated to a 
block with underl$ng space Z, then clearly (3.2) follows from (3.1). 
Assume that 9 = (9; 8,, gz, Z3, Z4:4> is such that 9 = Z @ %’ and (3.2) 
holds true. Let II, : 9 + 9 be the projection onto the first component along 
the second, and let Zi = II,( Decompose 8’s as Za = (8s n gz) i(Za 
n E’~> i gsl, and put p = (Zs n Ze,) i Zs,. We will show that g is the 
graph of a linear operator Zr -+&Y. Since II,(Za n kY2’2) = (01, we have 
II,(F) =z,. If (x, y) E F and (x:, z) E 9, then (0, y - z) E 5 and thus 
(0, y - z) E .Y n iT2 c 27 n kY3 n iTF2 = (0). This proves that y = z. We 
showed that 9 is the graph of a linear operator B : F, --+ 2?? 
Write gz n g3 = &. We take I’ to be a projection such that Ker P = 
z??~ and Im P 1 Im B. To be able to do so we only need to prove that 
Im B n Z2 = (0). Assume that Br E Im B n X;, i.e., (x, Br) E 3’ and 
(0, Br) E g2 n Z3. Then (x, 0) = (x, Bx) - (0, Bx) E Z3. Since (x, 0) E Z”,, 
we see that (x, 0) E g’, and hence (x, 0) = (x, Bx), which shows that Br = 0. 
Finally take Q to be any projection of Z such that Im Q = 2,. ??
PROPOSITION 3.2. Two operator blocks have the same associate quadru- 
ple if and only if the two blocks are block similar with a block similarity of the 
second kind. 
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Proof. Assume that (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) are block similar with a 
block similarity of the second kind. This means that 
ImQ = ImQ’, Ker P = Ker P’, B’ = P’B. 
It follows that B’x - Bx E Ker P for each x E Im Q. Hence 
{(x, B’x +y)lx E ImQ’, y E KerP’) 
= {(x, Bx + y)(x E ImQ, y E KerP}. 
This shows that the associated quadruples are equal. 
Conversely, assume that (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) have the same associ- 
ated quadruple (9; ZYi, Z2, E3, 8’J. So we have 
Zs = ((T B’x + y)I x E ImQ’, y E KerP’} 
= ((x, Bx + y)lx E Im Q, y E KerP). 
Then both Im Q and Im Q’ are equal to II,( where II, is the projection 
of 9 onto the first component along the second. This proves that Im Q = 
Im Q’. Also (0) @ Ker P = g3 n 2zF2 = (0) @ Ker P’, and hence we have that 
Ker P = Ker P’. Next, let x’ E Im Q’. Then (x’, B’x’) E &Y3, and hence 
(x’, B’x’) = (x, Bx + y). W eseethatx’=xandB’x’-Bx=yEKerP= 
Ker P’. It follows that B’ = P’B’ = P’B. We conclude that (B; P, Q) and 
(B’; P’, Q’) are block similar with a block similarity of the second kind. ??
Recall that a quadruple 9 = (9; ZYi, 67s) kF3, Z4’4> is in the PC class if (2.1) 
holds. The next theorem establishes a close relation between quadruples 
associated with an operator block and quadruples in the PC class. 
THEOREM 3.3. A quadruple F belongs the PC class if and only if 9 is 
isomorphic to a quadruple associated with an operator block. 
Proof. First assume that qs; p,g) = (9; 8i, Es, 8s, g4) is the quadru- 
ple associated with the block (B; P, Q> with underlying space Z Since in this 
case the subspaces Zi, Zs, Zs, and &Y4 are given by (3.1) they fulfill (2.1). 
Next assume that we have given a quadruple F= (9; 8’i, zY~, iZs, g4) 
such that (2.1) holds. Put Z= 8i. Since Z?‘i 4 g4 = 8s 4 g4, there exits an 
isomorphism T : El + tF2. Indeed, if x E Z?i we have the unique decomposi- 
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tion x = y + z with y E 8s and z E g4, and hence TX = y defines an 
operator T : 2?L --) g2. From (2.1) ‘t f 11 I o ows that T is a linear isomorphism. In 
fact, T is the so-called angular operator for the direct decompositions 
8, i ZY4 and gz i g4. Define the isomorphism f:Z@%‘-+p byf(x, y) = 
x - Ty. Put 
9’ =Z@Z, 8; =‘%YCB (0) c9, 
8; = {O} @ZC9, z?; = {(x,x)1x EZ}. 
Then f[&%‘i] = Zr, f[Z$] = Z?s, and f[81] = E4. In order to prove the last 
equality, first use the definitions of T and f to see that f<x, x> = x - TX E 
Z4. Next, the equality follows from the observations that dim r?, = dim 2 = 
dim{(x, x) 1 x E a. Put gJ = f- ‘[~a’,]. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that 
the quadruple 9’ = (9’; ZY’;, gi, ZA, 8”) is associated with an operator block. 
Since f is an isomorphism of Fand F’, this completes the proof. ??
In the next proposition we give the quadruples associated with the 
indecomposable blocks. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
(a> For a shifi of the first kind with index k - 1 the msociated qunrlruplo 
is in the class S,(Zk, 1). 
(b) For a shift of the second kind with index k - 1 the associatrd 
quadruple is in the class S,, a(2 k, 0). 
(c) For a shij? of the third kind with inclm k - 1 the associated quadrm 
ple is in the class S,(2 k, - 1). 
(d) For a Jordan block of order k with eigenoalue A the associated 
quadruple is in the cZass S,,,(Zk, 0) if A = 0, in S,,:,(Zk, 0) if A = 1. and it1 
S@k, 0; A) otherwise. 
Proof. (a): Let (B; P, Q> b e a shift of the first kind. The associated 
quadruple is qa. p, oj = (9’; Zi,8%, 83, &> with 
9 = Ck CI3 C=k = span Z,, . . ., iTk,_f,, . . . ( 4) 
iFl = span{Z,,...,Ck}, Z3 = span(f;,...,Jk), 
g4 = span Z, +f;,...,Gl, +S;). ( 
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Define the basis (ei ,..., ek, fi ,..., fk} of 9 by ek+l_i = Zi, fk+l_i =fir, 
i = l,..., k. Then one sees that qB; p, oj is in S,@k, 1). 
Statements (b)-(d) are proved in a similar way. ??
The next theorem shows that the relation between blocks and quadruples 
established in Theorem 3.3 induces a one to one correspondence between 
the block similarity classes and the isomorphism classes of quadruples in the 
PC class. 
THEOREM 3.5. The blocks (B,; P,, Q1) and (B,; P,, Q2> are block simi- 
lar if and only if the associated blocks qB,; p,, Qi, and qB2; p,, 42j are isomor- 
phic. Moreover, if S ~2~ + Z2 is the block similarity of (B,; P,, Q1> and 
(B,; Pz,Q2), then S @ S:ZI @tz; -+ Z2 @ F2 is the isomorphism of 
%W’,, 91) and q&i Pz,Q$ 
Proof. Assume that S : Zl -+ P2 is a block similarity of (B,; P,, Q1> and 
(B,; P2, Q2>. We show that S $ S : Fl @ iFI + F2 @ SE2 is the isomorphism 
Of TB1; P,. Q,) and qB2; Pp. Q2)’ We write 
Obviously (S @ S)[qJ’)] = G$‘) for j = 1,2,4, and hence it remains to show 
that (S $ S)[ZY~‘)] = 8~ 4’). Let (x, B,x + y) E 25’i1’ with x E Im Qi and 
y E Ker P,. Then 
(; ;)(B,:+y) = (XB1:+Xy) 
(SB, - B;S,x + Sy 
From S[Im Qi] = Im Qz it follows that ( SX, B, Sx) E ((2, B, z) ( z E Im Qa), 
and because (SB, - B, S)x E Ker P2 and Sy E Ker P,, the second term in 
the right hand side of (3.4) is in {0} @ Ker P,. Hence (S EB S>[Z$i)] = @‘). 
Conversely, let f : Pl + LP2 be an isomorphism of qBB,: Pr,Q1j and 
q&; PP. 92)' Assume that qs,: p,, Q,, and sfB,, p,, Q2j are given by (3.3). We 
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write f as a 2 X 2 operator matrix. 
Since f[i$l’] = ZJ (‘) for j = 1,2,4, it follows that fi2 = 0, fp, = 0, and 
fn = fix. Wewrite S = fi, :Zl -+ ~8” and show that S is a block similarity of 
(B,; Pi, Q,) and (B,; P,, Q2). First note that 
8ii’ n &??ii) = { 0} 8~ Ker P, , i = 1,2. 
Hence it follows from f [ 2T2 (‘) f~ Z$“] = i%‘f’ f’ i??$’ that S[Ker P,] = Ker P,. 
Next use that 
to obtain SIIm Qi] = Im Qz from f[Zi" + z$'] =S$' + 2%':'. Finally, for 
x E Im Q, we have (x, B,x) E Z$“. Thus (Sx, SB,x) E ?Fr). This means 
that (Sx, SB,x) = (Sx, B,Sx + y) for some y E KerPz. Hence B,Sx - 
SBlx E Ker P, for each x: E Im Q1. So we conclude that S is indeed a block 
similarity of (B,; P,, QI> and (B,; P,, Q2). ??
From the definition of a quadruple associated with a block it follows that 
the quadruple associated with the direct sum of two blocks is isomorphic to 
the direct sum of the associated quadruples of each of the blocks separately. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let the quadruple 3 be isomorphic to the quadruple 
q;B; p, oj. If (B; P, Q> is block similar to (B,; P,, Q1> @ (B,; P,, Qz), then 
there exist quadruples FI and S, in the PC class such that Fis isomorphic to 
FI @ Fz; in fact one may take s3; = qBi; p,, o,j, i = 1,2. 
Conversely, if F is isomorphic to ST, @ Fz, then there exist blocks 
(B,; P,,Q,) and (B,; P,, Qz> such that (B; P, Q> is block similar to 
(B,; P,, Q1> @ (B,; P,, Q2) and K is isomorphic to TBG p, vj, i = 1,2. 
The proof is straightforward. One uses the definitions of direct sum of 
blocks, direct sum of quadruples, and associated quadruple, Lemma 2.1, and 
Theorem 3.5. 
From Theorem 3.3 we obtain the following corollary which relates the 
indecomposable quadruples in the PC class to the indecomposable blocks. 
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COROLLARY 3.7. A block is indecomposable if and only if the associated 
quadruple is indecomposable. An indecomposable quadruple in the PC class 
is isomorphic to a quadruple associated with an indecomposable block. 
With the results of this section at hand it is possible to derive [4, Theorem 
VII.l.l], the main decomposition theorem for blocks, from Theorem 2.2, the 
decomposition theorem for quadruples. Conversely, one can derive Theorem 
2.2 from [4, Theorem VII.1.11. In other words, [4, Theorem VII.1.11 and 
Theorem 2.2 are equivalent. 
4. SPECIAL SUBCLASSES 
In this section we consider the subclasses of quadruples that are associ- 
ated to the main subclasses of blocks, i.e. full length blocks, full width blocks, 
principal blocks, and off diagonal blocks. 
The PC,, 1J Class 
The PC(4.1) class is the subclass of the PC class consisting of all quadru- 
ples ST = (9; Z, , g2, tT3, Z4’4> in the PC class satisfying 
g2 n iF3 = (0). (4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A quadruple F= (9; 6F1, g2, 8.., g4) is in the PC,,,,, 
class if and only if it is isomorphic to a quadruple qB; p, oj associated to a full 
length block. 
Proof. Assume 9 is isomorphic to qs; p, o) = (9’; Zi, 8;, ZFi, gl), 
where (B; P, Q) 1s a full length block with underlying space 2”‘. Let 
f : 9 -9 be the isomorphism. Recall that a block (B; P, Q> with underly- 
ing space Z? is a full length block if P = Zp Then 
9’ =‘P es?, 27; =2’ a3 (0) CL?‘, 8; = {o} cI32’ c9’, 
8; = ((x, Bx)(x E Im Q), fz; = ((x,x)lx EF’}. 
(4.2) 
It follows from (4.2) that Z?; n 8; = (0). Thus ZYz n SF3 =f-'[ZY; n Z;] = 
{0}, and hence F is in the PC,,.,, class. 
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Conversely, if Y is in the PC,,.,, class, then 9 is in the PC class, and 
hence there exists a block (I?; P, Q> such that ST is isomorphic to the 
associated quadruple qiB; p, o) = (9’; S;, Z$, Z$, Zi). Let f : 9 -+ 9’ be the 
isomorphism. It remains to show that P = I. Let y E Ker P. Then (0, y> E 
8; n 8:. But Z?i n 2~; = f[iF2 n g31 = (0). Hence y = 0, which proves that 
P = I. W 
From the definition it follows that the PC,,,,, class is closed under tak- 
ing direct sums and isomorphisms. Also, if ST= 9’ @ 9” with 9 = 
(9”; 8,, gz, g3, gd), 9-l = (9’; a;, 8;, ZA, 8;) and 9’ = (9”; g’;‘, Zi, Z:(;, 
Z$‘), then it follows from gz n iF3 = IO} that 8; n 84 = {O} and 8’: n 8,; = 
{O]. This implies that whenever a quadruple in the PC,,.,, class is decom 
posed into indecomposable quadruples, each of these indecomposable 
quadruples is in the PC,,.,, class. By just checking which indecomposable 
quadruples is in the PC,,,,, class satisfy (4.11, we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Each quadruple in the PC,,.,, cla7.s is a direct .sum of 
quadruples from the classes 
s,p, -I>, S&k0)~ S‘&kO). 
S(2k,O;A) (A E a=\{OJ)>, 
with k = I,&... . 
Using this result and Corollary 3.7, one can recover the fact (see [4, 
Chapter III]) that each full length block is isomorphic to a direct sum of shifts 
of the third kind and Jordan blocks. 
The PC,,,,, Class 
The PC,,.,, class is the subclass of the PC class consisting of all quadru- 
ples Y = (9; 8,, 8X, Za, ZJ”4> in the PC class satisfying 
PROPOSITION 4.3. A quadruple .F= (9; 8,) g2, 2F3, g4) is in the PCc,,,, 
chs if and only if it is isomorphic to a quadruple ~i;~: p, Ij associated to a full 
width block. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
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From the definition it follows that PC,,,a, class is closed under taking 
direct sums, isomorphisms, and decompositions. So all the indecomposable 
terms of a quadruple in the PC,,,, class are again in the PC,,S, class. By 
simply sorting out which indecomposable quadruples in the PC class fulfill 
Equation (4.3) we arrive at the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Each quadruple in the PC,,,3, class is a direct sum of 
quadruples in the classes 
S(2k, 0; A) (A E C\{O, I}) > 
with k = 1,2,. . . . 
Using the above corollary and Corollary 3.7, one can recover the fact (see 
[4, Chapter V]) that each full width block is similar to a direct sum of shifts of 
the second kind and Jordan blocks. 
The PC(,,,) Class 
The PC,,,d, cZa.ss is the subclass of the PC class consisting of quadruples 
9 = (9; $Yr, Z2, iF3, &Y4) in the PC class satisfying 
We have the following proposition, which is proved in the same way as 
Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. A quadruple ST = (9; ZI, Z2, Es, kF4) is in the PC,,,4, 
class if and only if it is isomorphic to a quadruple qB; p, Qj associated to a 
principal block. 
From the definition of the PC,,,d, class it follows that direct sums and 
direct components of a quadruple in the PC,,,, class are themselves in the 
PC,,,d, class. By checking which indecomposable quadruples in the PC class 
actually fulfill (4.41, one easily arrives at the following result. 
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COROLLARY 4.6. Each a quadruple in the PC,,,, class is a direct sum of 
quadruples in the classes 
S(2k,O;h) (AEa=\&Ul), 
with k = 1,2,. . . . 
From this result one can derive the known fact (see [4, Chapter VI]) that 
a principle block is block similar to a direct sum of Jordan blocks and shifts of 
the second kind with index zero. 
The PC,, si Class 
The PC,,,, cZa.ss is the subclass of the PC class that consists of quadruples 
with 
We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. A quadruple s3= (9; 8,, gz, Z3, 6F4’,> is in the PC(,,, 
class if and only if it is isomorphic to a quadruple q;BG p, oj associated to an 
ofl-diagonal block. 
We get that direct sums and direct components of a quadruple in the 
PC (4.5j class are also in the PC,,,5, class, which yields the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.8. lf a quadruple is in the PC,,,s, class, then it is isomor- 
phic to a direct sum of indecomposable quadruples of the types S,(2, - 11, 
S,@, l), S&2, O>, and S,,,(4,0). 
5. EXTENSIONS AND COMPLETIONS 
Let (B; P, Q) b e an operator block and underlying space Z?. An operator 
A on 2’ is called a completion of the block (B; P, Q) if B = PAQ : Im Q + 
Im P. 
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The next theorem gives a first result about this notion ([3, Theorem 2.11; 
see also [4, Theorem 1.6.11). 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf (B; P, Q) and (B’; P’, Q’) are block similar, then for 
each completion A of (B; P, Q) there exists a completion A’ of (B’; P’, Q’) 
such that A’ = S’AS for some invertible operator S. 
For completions of blocks we have the following problem (see [3]). 
EIGENVALUECOMPLETION PROBLEM. Describe the eigenvalues, with their 
multiplicities, of the completions of the block (B; P, Q). 
Theorem 5.1 implies that the solution of the eigenvalue completion 
problem does not depend on the particular block (B; P, Q), but only on the 
bock similarity class of (B; P, Q). Therefore the eigenvalue completion 
problem may be restated in the following equivalent form. 
EICENVALUE COMPLETION PROBLEM'. Describe the eigenvalues, with 
their multiplicities, of the completions of all the blocks in the block similarity 
class of the block (B; P, Q). 
Our aim here is to carry over the notion of the completion to the setting 
of quadruples, and pose and solve completion problems in terms of quadru- 
ples. 
Let F= (9; ~‘i, &Y~, Zs, gJ’4> and Y’ = (9’; Zi, Zk, Z$, gi’,‘> be quadru- 
ples in the PC class. We call Y’ an extension of F (notation 9+ 9’) if 
G@ =Y’ and 
First we shall show that the extension relation is a partial ordering. 
LEMMA 5.2. The relation of extension is a partial or&ring on the PC 
class. Moreover, $fs + 9’ and F’ < x then sZ= 9’. 
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by PC quadruples of subspaces of 9. 
First assume that Y+ # and 9”’ < 9”. We will show that 94 W’. We 
have 
Then clearly k?Yi = 8’: for i = 1,2,4, Zs + gz c 8: + gl, and 8a n tF2 2 
Z,y n 8:. To conclude that F-X Y”, it remains to show 
To prove (5.1) first use that 87s + gz c 8; + 8; to see that 
Since 8: n (8; f Zh) c &?A, we derive from (5.2) that 
Now use kYA n (&Ys + Ez’2> c 8s in (5.3) to conclude that (5.1) holds true. 
Next assume that .9-< Y’ and F’ < Z So we have 
(a”) iZi = k!!?i for i = 1,2,4; 
(b”) ~~++~~~~++~and~~++~~~~++~; 
(d”) Z?A n (E3 + ZF2> c iF3 and 8’s n <2?; + &??;I c 8:. 
To prove Y = 9’ it suffices to show that 8s = 8;. From property (b”) we 
see that 8; + Z?i = 8s + 8s. Use this in (d”) to see that 
and hence that Ea = 8;. 
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Notice that the notion of extension is invariant under isomorphism. More 
precisely, if F + 9-l and T is an isomorphism for s7; then TF < ZF’. 
An extension ST’ and F is called a proper extension if 9# .Y’, and a 
maximal extension if it does not have a proper extension. 
LEMMA 5.3. A quadruple F = (9; ZI, g2, &Y3, g4’4) has no proper exten- 
sion in the PC class if and only if 9 = &Y2 4 Z3. 
Proof. If Z3 + Z2 ~9, then there exists a nontrivial subspace .Y of 9 
such that 9 = Zs + Z2 + 3’ and 27 n (g2 + Z3) = (O}. Let 8; = 2Y3 + 27, 
and write Z& = (9”; Z?r, Z2, Z$, g4). We will show that F’ is a proper 
extension of .E Since Z3 is properly contained in Z?A, it suffices to show that 
9’ is an extension. Clearly Z3 + Z2 c Z$ + E2 and 8; n g2 = g3 n Z2. 
Now use that .Y n (g2 + Z?s) = (0) in 
We conclude that 9’ is a proper extension of K 
If Z3 n iF2 z {O}, then there exists a proper subspace 29; of Z?s such that 
8’a = E; + (zs n Z2). Ag ain take Y’ = (9; Er, Z2, Z$, ZJ. We have that 
Z3 + E2 = 8; + 6?7a and 29: n E2 c kT3 n Z2. Moreover, 
So indeed 9’ is a proper extension of 53; 
From the results proved in the previous two paragraphs we see that 
9 = 8s i Z2 whenever 9 has no proper extension. Now assume that 
9 = Z?a i 2Y2 and that 9’ = (9”; Zr, Z2, ZA, ~5’~) is an extension of X Then 
ZA + Z2 1 Za + g2 = 9, and hence 9 = 8; + E2. On the other hand 8; n 
~5’~ c kY3 n iF2 = {O}, and thus 84 n Z3 = {O}. We proved that 9 = 8; i Z2, 
which implies that dim 84 = dim Za. Use 8’; = Z$ n9 = 8: n (ZF3 + Z2’2> 
c kT3, to see that 8a = g;. We conclude that F’ = z and therefore 9 has 
no proper extension. ??
The next theorem relates maximal extensions of quadruples to comple- 
tions of blocks. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let 9 be a quadruple in the PC class, and let (B; P, Q> 
be a block such that the associated quadruple qBi p,Qj is isomorphic to 9Y 
Then the quadruple 9’ is a maximal extension of 9 if and only if 9’ is 
isomorphic to a quadruple S/;*; I, Ij associated to a completion A of ( B; P, Q). 
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Proof. Let Y= (9’; gl, g2, ES, g4:4), and let F’ = (9”; 8,, g2, 2$,2~~‘4) 
be a maximal extension. Let T : 9 + Z? @ 2 give the isomorphism of 9 and 
,Ts; r, or Here S? is the underlying space of (B; P, Q>. Consider T(F’) = (2 
cl@?; Z@ IO}, (0) 6~ a”, T(iFA,), T(Z4,)). Since F’ is a maximal extension of St, 
we conclude from Lemma 5.3 that T(@) is a maximal tension of qs, p o,. 
From Proposition 3.1 it follows that there exists a block (B’; P’, Q’> such that 
T@-‘) = qa’; pl, oo. In particular, this means that T(Z$ = {(x, B’x + y) 1 x 
E Im Q’, y E Ker P’}. Because T(F’) is a maximal extension, we have 
{(x, B’x + y)lx E Im Q’, y E KerP’) n {0} @ii?'= {0} 63 (O}. 
This shows that Ker P’ = (0}, i.e., P’ = Zz. On the other hand the equality 
((x, B’x + y)(x E Im Q’, y E KerP’} + (0) @2’=z@2’ 
gives that Im Q’ = 2, and hence Q’ = Zz. It remains to prove that PB’x = Bx 
for each x E Im Q. From the fact that S@ is an extension of Fit follows that 
T(F’) is an extension of 3s. p o,. Hence > 
4(x, l&x + Y)I x E Im Q, y E K-f’} + ((0, y)ly EF}] 
The second factor in the left hand side of this inclusion is 
{(x, y)(x E Im Q, y Ez}, 
and hence the left hand side of the inclusion is {(x, B’x) 1 x E Im Q}. Thus 
we see that for each h: E Im Q there exists a y E Ker P such that B’x = Bx 
+ y. Therefore PB’r = Bx for each x E Im Q. This proves that 9 is 
isomorphic to a quadruple associated with a completion of the block ( B; P, Q). 
Conversely, assume that 9’ is an extension of F and that Sr’ is 
isomorphic to q,., I I)’ . Let T : 2’ CD 2? + 9 be the isomorphism. We have 
T({(x> Ax)lx up}) = g;> T(((0, x)1x GF}) = Z2. 
Hence g; i g2 =9. From Lemma 5.3 we conclude the F’ does not have a 
proper extension and therefore 9’ is a maximal extension of A? a 
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Let F = (9; 8’i, ~!?s, 8’s) ZQ be a quadruple in the PC class which has no 
proper extension; in the other words, F has the property that 
Notice that in this case each of the decomposable factors of F has this 
property too. Hence such a quadruple is the direct sum of quadruples of the 
types 
sl,,@w~ S4,3WJ% S(2k,O, A) (A E @\{O>I)). 
In other words, the invariants of such a quadruple are 
with hi # Aj if i # j and hi E C\{O, 1). 
Let us now state the analogue of the eigenvalue completion problem for 
quadruples in the PC class: Describe the invariants of a maximal extension of 
a quadruple in the PC class in terms of the invariants of the quadruple itself. 
Theorem 5.4 enables us to transfer results on the eigenvalue completion 
problem for operator blocks to the setting of quadruples in the PC class. As 
an example we give the following theorem, which for the block case has its 
roots in a result of Rosenbrock [5]. (See also [3] and [4, Corollary 1X.6.31.) 
THEOREM 5.5. Let F be a quadruple with invariants 
&(2/c,, l), . . ., S,(2kk, l), k, a 0.. a k, > 0. 
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Let F’ be a maximal extension of F with invariants 
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S,,,(2(Y1,O)‘...,S1,3(2~1,0) t al 2 ... 2 cq > O), 
S,,,(2P,~O)~...~S,,,(2P,~O) (P,>, *.* a P, > 0) > 
S(2Y,,,,0;h,),...,S(2Y,,,,,0;A,) (YIJ 2 **- a ?‘,,,I >o), (5.6) 
S(2Y,,.Jk A”) >...1 s(2Y,“,.>o: A,,) (r,,, a *.. 2 Y,“,, > 0). 
Then 
k 
4 aj + Pj + 5 yj, i > i kj, j=l i=l I k = l,..., p - 1, j=l 
(5.7) 
aj+Pj+ EYj,i = ik,. 
i=l j=1 
Here aj = 0 ifj > 1, /Sj = 0 ifj > m, and yj.j = 0 ifj > ni (i = 1,. . . , n>. 
Conversely, if the (in)equalities (5.7) are fulfilled, then there exists a 
maximal extension F’ of .F with invariants (5.6). 
Proof. Let the block (B; P, 0) be such that qiB, p, o) is isomorphic to si. 
It follows from Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.4 that (B; P, 0) is a direct 
sum of shifts of the first kind with indices k, - 1 > ... > k, - 1. Hence 
( B ; P, Q> is a full width block. 
Assume that the quadruple s”’ has no proper extension. It follows from 
Theorem 5.4 that there exists an operator A such that F’ is isomorphic to 
q;A: I. I)’ Let 
p,(h) = d(A - lpfi(A - xp’. 
i=l 
with hi E C\{O, l}, be the jth invariant polynomial of A. Then (A; I, I) is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of Jordan blocks of sizes (Y; > CX~ > ..a with 
eigenvalue 0, of sizes pi > PI z ... with eigenvalue 1, and of sizes -&i 2 
& > --* with eigenvalue A\ (i = 1,. . . , n). Again use Theorem 3.5 and 
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Proposition 3.4 to see that 
a; = cq (i = l,...,Z), pi’= pi (i = l,...,m), 
Ai = Ai (i = l,...,n), ~jl,~ = -y,,, (j = l,..., ni, i = l,..., n). 
We conclude that 
deg pj = oj + /3j + 2 7, i. 
i=l 
(5.8) 
According to Theorem 5.4 the quadruple F’ is a maximal extension of 9 
if and only if A is a completion of (B; P, Q). It follows from [3, Theorem 4.21 
(see also 14, Theorem V.5.11) that A is a completion of (B; P, Q> if and only 
if 
forj = l,..., p, and with equality holding for j = p. Now use (5.8) to see 
that the proof is complete. H 
Let us illustrate the previous theorem with an example. Assume that 
fl= S,,,(2, I) @ S,,,(4, I) @ S,,.3(4, I). 
Thus (using the notation of Theorem 5.5) we have that k, = k, = 2 and 
k, = 1. A quadruple that has no proper extension is an extension of F if and 
only if its invariants, given by (5.5), fulfill 
3 
4 
cYj + pi + 2 yji = 5, 
j=l i=l 1 
2 
zC 
aj+Pj+ Lyj,i k4, 
j=l i=l i 
a1 + PI + ? Y1.i a 2’ 
(5.10) 
i=l 
For example, if 
9-’ = S,,,(2,0) e3 s&(2,0) CD S(4,0;2) CB S(2,0;2), 
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then a1 = 1, p1 = 1, yl,r = 2, and y2,1 = 1. Hence the conditions (5.10) 
are fulfilled, and thus 9’ is isomorphic to a maximal extension of s”; 
However, if 
@’ = S,,,(4,0) @ S,,,(2,0) @I S,,,(2>0) @ S,,,(2> O), 
then rri = 2 and (Ye = erg = (Ye = 1, and the conditions (5.10) are not 
fulfilled. We conclude that 9” is not isomorphic to a maximal extension of 9Y 
In much the same way as is done in Theorem 5.5, we can obtain for the 
quadruples in the PC,,,,, class, the PC,,,, class, the PC,,,, class, and the 
PC,,,,, class the restrictions on the invariants of maximal extensions using the 
eigenvalue completion theorems for the corresponding operator blocks. On 
the other hand, the problem of describing the invariants of (maximal) 
extensions seems to be of interest also for other subclasses than the ones 
listed above. Furthermore, it may also be of interest to consider this problem 
for partial extensions. 
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